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Colorado Wildflower Collection
Made at an elevation of 10,000 feet, these Colorado Wildflowers come from Summit
County, Colorado Not surprisingly for a collection made at such high altitudes, these
Essences offers roadmaps for enhanced perspective, clarity and discernment. They show
us how to work clean energetically especially during and after conflict. Most importantly
for these times, the group helps us feel the underpinnings of the eternal on the higher
slopes of the spiritual path.

Alpine Forget-Me-Not- Eritrichum areteum
Alpine Forget-Me-Not helps us discern what is God’s business, what’s someone else’s
business and what is our own business so we can move through the world with both
kindness and appropriateness. An excellent remedy for those of us who are focused on
spiritual service and who want to serve in the most helpful way possible but find ourselves
bogged down in the confusions and expectations of culture, religion or habit. This one
helps us be clear in each now what we are meant to do and what we need to let go off.
I AM balanced love in action.

Alpine Pennycress- Noccaea montana
The point is always spiritual no matter how bogged down in the material plane events
seem to be. Alpine Pennycress wakes us up to this truth in a clear crisp way. Imagine
seeing the planet from outer space. We would know it was more than just an
accumulation of petty details and dramas. We would experience it as a big picture place.
This is the wisdom of Alpine Pennycress. I AM a clear experience of divine truth.

Astragalus- Astragalus alpinus
Also known as Locoweed, Astagalus is used extensively as a medicinal herb for many
immune related issues. As a Flower Essence it loosens the hold that temporary pleasures
have on us, thus releasing us to experience more deeply our eternal spiritual identity. Its
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energetic movement is a very strong upward force, pulling us up into the light and out of
mucky energetic swamps that entangle and bog us down. This upward force helps us
keep focused on spiritual reality not lose ourselves in illusionary pursuits and pleasures.
I AM the only real thing.

Blue Penstemon-Penstemon
A compromise between two individuals or groups who see things differently often occurs
when everyone participates in a genuine exchange versus an exchange that uses mind
ideas to further prove one’s point. Blue Penstemon helps us to speak from a genuine
place so that the relationship or situation moves forward towards compromise. Blue
Penstemon also helps us curb our tongues if we are tempted to say something just to
establish we are right. The Essence accomplishes these two tasks by calming and aligning
our fifth chakra energies so we speak from the place of oneness we all share: our common
divinity.
I AM a constructive and meaningful participant in all dialogs.

Colorado Native Rose- Rosa woodsii
This Rose helps us trust even relax into the flow of our spiritual path no matter the
unexpected or unlikely twists it takes. It helps us have an unshakeable confidence in our
oneness with divinity throughout any upheavals and during times when our individual
path takes us off the beaten course to unfamiliar terrain.
I AM in the expansive embrace of the eternal.

Fairy Trumpet- Ipomopsis aggregata
This Flower Essence is a particular gift of the Elemental kingdom and offers their
roadmap for experiencing the elemental, grounded, ordered, eternal underpinnings
beneath chaotic events.
I AM grounded amidst chaos.

Fendler Groundsel- Packera fendleri
Fendler Groundsel has two different but interrelated strengths. It will help us be less
reactive to new allergens so consider this one if a new allergic reaction crops up. It also
facilitates any meeting of the minds by helping us to be less reactive to new ideas,
different ways of looking at a situation or people that push our buttons. Fendler
Groundsel helps us feel connected to each other during conflict with individuals or
groups by actually firing and illuminating the electrical circuits that connect us to each
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other. It is an excellent remedy for any kind of group working on a joint endeavor and
dramatically helps when consensus is necessary to achieve the desired result.
I AM unity consciousness.

Musk Thistle- Carduus nutans
Musk Thistle improves the cleansing and restoration of our electrical fields after energetic
work or a deep release of old traumas from our physical body. The physical body reflects
everything we think, feel or know. It’s the physical storage bin for all our mental ideas,
feelings and spiritual tangles as well as strengths. But these thoughts, feelings and
spiritual strengths and weaknesses exist in our subtle bodies as well. These emotional,
mental and memory subtle bodies are interpenetrating electrical systems that overlap and
extend out from our physical body. When a release in the physical happens either
intentionally during healing work or because some event has triggered a release, all our
subtle bodies are called into play. This Essence helps calm and clear the physical body
after a release and also helps the subtle bodies to clear and restore all connectivity. This
one works almost like the smoothing of ruffled feathers, moving through our subtle
bodies to restore order after any big emotional, mental or spiritual release in the physical
body.
I AM the restoration of all my electrical circuitry.

Shrubby Cinquefoil- Pentaphylloides floribunda
The spiritual path can get murky, and sometimes we can get lost or sidetracked on trails
that lead nowhere. This Essence helps us discern the wisest path for our feet to take and
helps us proceed on this path with common sense, a sturdy sense of practicality and
resolve, even a sense of humor.
I AM on my way. Nothing can stop me now.

Sneezeweed- Hymenoxys hoopesii
Especially good for sinus related issues and any situation in which we judge ourselves
harshly or lay upon ourselves pressure filled expectations.
I AM a release from all self-loathing. I AM at peace with who I AM.

Whiskbroom Parsley- Harbouria trachypleura
A very thorough cleanser for all electrical circuits both the nervous system in our physical
body and the circuitry in our subtle bodies.
I AM the clear flow of all electrical data throughout my energy system.
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